46. Laws of The Cosmos
Laws of Intergalactic Beings
Mutuality Principles of Exchange
Beloved Malachi, Katherine Bell, Ph.D.,D.,D.
And Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
What can you tell me about the Laws of the Cosmos?
“What do you desire to know about the Laws of the Cosmos, for you know that
one.”
Oh, I do?
“For it is always the Law of Love! It is always the Law of Love! It is a Radiance
that comes Through All of you. The Cosmic Vibrations that you see in what you call
your own Scientific Measures and what you do not see. The eternal beyond the
eternal, the essence beyond the essence, that which you call the Holy of the Holy, do
you understand?”
Yes
“Now that is the True Cosmos!”
Thank you!

Laws of Intergalactic Beings
“Alright the Laws that will affect the Intergalactic Beings are very similar to the
Laws that affect you for All Universal Laws affect All Universal components. Unto that
which is called the Intergalactic Beings they must follow just as the Beautiful Angels
do, follow just as All of you follow. That is the Law of Interference. That is Basically it;
all other Laws will come forward.”

Mutuality Principles of Exchange
“Now Beautiful One let us see if we can make that Easier for you to
comprehend because it is easy in your Human consciousness. Mutual consent each of

you comes together in communication in a relationship whether it is one to one or
unto many. You come under mutual consent. So that is True of the Intergalactic
Realities as well. So that we will also tell you that which is called another secret, is it
not. Your vibrations Radiate a Frequency, unto that Frequency of those others
whether they are Human Beings or Intergalactic partners they can match with your
Radiance of Energy. That is where your consent is in your Human world; you say we
are a Group of Like Minded Beings.”
Thank you Malachi!
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